Void Scepter is a single player campaign for Imperium: The Contention. You
will embark on an epic journey to claim the Void Scepter and rule the Imperium.
Your decisions will determine the challenges you face. Along the way you may
uncover ancient ruins, grand conspiracies, and terrible secrets...

Using this Book
This book contains the Void Scepter campaign and rules for solo play. It also
includes a Storyless Campaign mode for when you want to skip to the action.
The main rulebook should be used for all other rules. Solo rules supersede
those in the rulebook where they overlap. You should read the main rulebook
first.
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Starting a Campaign
Choose a Faction
To start a campaign, first choose a faction and a matching deck and homeworld.
You can use a preconstructed deck or build your own. You’ll be playing the same
faction and deck throughout the campaign.
Dregulon Notes: The preconstructed deck has two cards that are ineffective in the
campaign: Spy and Rebel Leader.
Mechan Notes: The card Four: Battleform is banned. (remove it from the preconstructed deck.)

Chapters and Scenarios
The campaign is made up of chapters and scenarios. Chapters are decision
points, where your choices determine what happens next. In scenarios, you will
battle an opponent, similar to games described in the main rulebook.

Chapter Rules
Chapters tell the story and present you with choices in gray prompts like below.
These choices determine where you’ll go next or give you card rewards. Any
instructions will be in blue text.

Example Choice:
A) This weapon gives us the power to defeat the Mechan, and I intend to use it.
Take us to Mech Prime! [Go to Scenario 2b.]
B) We follow the emperor’s trail, wherever it leads. I must know what happened!
[Go to Chapter 11.]

Card Rewards
Some chapters give you a card reward. When you gain a card reward, it starts in
your hand each scenario for the remainder of the campaign.
• Card Rewards - Shuffle the card reward deck and set it aside face down. When
you see [Gain a card reward.], reveal the top three card rewards and choose
one. Put any cards you didn’t choose on the bottom of the card reward deck.
• Special Card Rewards - Some chapters will name a specific card as a reward.
Search for that card in the special card rewards deck.

Note: Card rewards can’t go in your
deck. If an effect puts a card reward
in your deck, it goes to the scrap pile
instead. Card rewards can only be
used in solo mode.

Special Card
Rewards

Card Rewards
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Scenario Rules
In scenarios, you will battle an opponent that you control. In these rules, you are
referred to as the “Player” or “you”, and your opponent is the “Automa”. You
don’t need the Bluff card or the Void Scepter for solo scenarios.

Automa Deck
Each scenario lists the cards that will go into the Automa’s deck. Some cards
have special rules:
• Starter - Starter cards start the scenario in play under the Automa’s control.
• Top Deck - Top Deck cards start on top of the Automa deck.
• Bottom Deck - Bottom Deck cards start on the bottom of the Automa deck.

To create the Automa deck:
1. Set aside the Starter, Top Deck, and
Bottom Deck cards. Shuffle the other
listed cards together.
2. Then put the Top Deck card on top of
the deck and the Bottom Deck card on
the bottom of the deck.
3. When the scenario starts, the Automa
immediately plays Starter cards before
anything else happens.

Example Scenario

Scenario 3b
•
•
•
•
•
•

Alliance Destroyer - Top Deck
Settle x2
Reinforcements
Missile Cruiser
Missile Strike
Alliance Flagship - Bottom Deck

Automa Deck

Solo Keyword Abilities
• Exhaust - Actions with Exhaust are
removed from the game after they are
played. (Don’t put them in the scrap pile.)

• Backlash: Exhaust - Assets with
Backlash: Exhaust are removed from
the game after they are destroyed.

• Chase: X - At the end of the player’s

Front

Back

Automa Cards

movement step, a ship with Chase moves up
to X sectors. Its only objective when moving this way is the highest defense
enemy ship that it can reach this turn and destroy in battle by itself (factoring
in its attack and all abilities in play). If it doesn’t find an objective, it doesn’t move.
See page 8 for more on Automa movement.
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• Automa Only - Only the Automa can use the Chase ability. If a player gains
control of a ship with Chase, they ignore the ability.

Win Conditions
In addition to the win conditions in the rulebook, you win scenarios if you destroy
all Automa homeworlds, and you lose if your homeworld is destroyed. An Automa
also loses if its homeworld is destroyed. If there are multiple Automa and one loses,
remove its colony tokens and any assets it owns from play. The other Automa
continue playing.

Victory
If you win the scenario, the ‘Victory’
prompt will tell you which chapter to
go to next, based on where you came
from.

Example Victory prompt

Victory!
If you came from... Go to...
Scenario 1a

Chapter 2

Scenario 1b

Chapter 8

Defeat
There are two ways to handle losing: with restarts or rogue-like. For your first
campaign, we recommend playing with restarts.
• Restart - When you lose a scenario, you can restart it.
• Rogue-like - When you lose a scenario, you must start over from the beginning.

Save
You can only save at the beginning of a chapter, before you get any card rewards.
To save, put your card rewards on top of your deck. Then put a number of
resources on top of your deck equal to the chapter number. Store them together.
Or take a picture that includes your card rewards, a number of resources equal
to your current chapter, and your faction.

Adjusting Difficulty & Options
You can increase the difficulty level. We recommend Contender if you’re
experienced with the game, and Emperor if you want a challenge.
• Contender - At the beginning of the face-off, if you’re threatening an Automa’s homeworld
with lethal damage (including with Range and all abilities in play), that Automa draws a card.
• Emperor - Contender rules, plus the scenarios are more difficult.
One Automa - When facing one Automa, the scenario deck you face goes up a letter
(for example Scenario 3a uses the 3b deck). If you can’t add a letter, then draw one less
card at the start of the scenario.
Two Automa - If there are two Automa, then you face the “b” scenario for each faction
listed with the ‘Expand’ cards removed. For example, with Scenario 11a you will face the
2b and 5b decklists with the Expand cards removed.
• God Emperor - Emperor rules, plus the Automa draws an extra card whenever it
reshuffles.

And you have the following additional options:
• Favored - When the campaign starts, gain the Imperial Favor card reward.
• Head Start - When the campaign starts, gain a card reward.
• Maverick - Skip all card rewards.
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Scenario Setup
Scenarios are set up by creating a 2 player map like below (see main rulebook, The
Map for details). Scenarios where you face two Automa will use the 3 player map
(next page). The homeworlds shown are examples, use your faction’s homeworld
and the Automa homeworld for that scenario.

Automa Area - Put the solo card and Automa deck
behind the Automa homeworld. The Automa deck goes
to the right of the solo card. The Automa’s scrap pile will
form to the left of the solo card as the game progresses.
You’ll need to track the Automa’s favor and use colony
tokens for them. Otherwise, follow the setup steps in
the main rulebook.

Solo Card

Automa
Scrap
Pile

Automa
Deck

Automa
Favor

Automa HW

Your
Scrap
Pile

Your HW
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Your Deck

Scenario Setup - Two Automa
When facing two Automa, set up the homeworld, cards, and tokens for Automa
1 to your left, and Automa 2 to your right. Use the modified 3 player map setup
below. Automa don’t attack each other or consider each other ‘enemies’.
Automa 1 Area

Automa 2 Area

Automa 1
Scrap
Pile

Automa 1
HW

Automa 2
Scrap
Pile

Imperial Capital

Your HW

Automa 2
HW

Your
Scrap
Pile

Solo Turns
In scenarios, only you act during a turn, except when the Automa acts during the Automa
Phase and Battle Phase (see next two pages). You don’t need the Void Scepter.

Solo Turn Phase Summary
This summarizes the differences from the Turn Structure in the main rulebook.
• Automa - Automa moves ships, then draws a card.
• Beginning - Only you get resources and draw.
• Command - Only you move ships, then
.
• Face-Off - Only you act. Play as many cards as you want in any order.
• Battle - During the targeting step, you choose targets first, followed by the
Automa.
The next 2 pages discuss phases. Only the Automa phase is described in full. For other
phases, only differences between solo rules and those in the main rulebook are discussed.
(Read Turn Structure in the main rulebook first.)
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Automa
The Automa phase consists of two steps: 1. Movement and 2. Draw.

1. Movement - Move all Automa ships once. Ships move towards their Objective

(described below). A ship moves one sector at a time, as far as its speed allows, until it
enters the objective’s sector. Ships move along columns until they reach the row for
their objective, then move along that row.
Example Move
• Range - Ships with the “Range: X” ability
move only as far as necessary to attack their
objective.
Automa
• Obstacles & Gates - The Automa avoids
paths that limit its movement if another path
gets it closer to its objective (like the Asteroid
Field or ships with Tractor Beam). It uses gates
and other abilities that get it closer to its
objective.
• Movement Effects - If the Automa is
Objective
allowed to move or jump during another part
of the turn, like from an action or ability, it
uses these movement and objective rules.

Row
(Rows go
left & right)

Objectives
Automa ships look for an objective in the following order,
choosing the first one they find. Its objective is...

Your
Homeworld
(Columns go
up & down)

Column

1.

The nearest enemy homeworld that the Automa ship can destroy in battle by itself
(factoring in its attack and all abilities in play). It ignores homeworlds defended by
stations if it can’t destroy the station in battle by itself.

2.

The nearest enemy location that the Automa ship can destroy in battle by itself
(factoring in its attack and all abilities in play). It ignores locations defended by stations
if it can’t destroy the station in battle by itself.

3.

The nearest enemy location.

Objective Tie Breakers:
If multiple objectives are equal distance, the Automa ship prefers objectives in rows
further from your homeworld, followed by columns to your right.

2. Draw - The Automa draws a card. Whenever the Automa draws a card, it’s immediately

played. Resource costs are ignored.
• Can’t be played - If the Automa draws a card that can’t be played (for example: there
isn’t a valid target), that card is discarded and it draws again.
• Empty - If the Automa needs to draw a card and its deck is empty, then its scrap pile
is shuffled and becomes the deck. It can only do this once per turn.
• Multiple Automa - If there are multiple Automa, Automa 1 completes the draw step,
then the draw step repeats for Automa 2, etc. until all Automa have had a draw step.
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Playing Automa Cards
Choosing Targets - The Automa chooses targets based on the effect below.
• Destroy - Target the player’s asset with the highest defense that can be destroyed.
If assets are tied for highest defense, cost is used as a tie breaker. If there’s still a
tie, you choose the target from amongst those that are still tied. Damage effects that
can destroy a target use ‘Destroy’ for targeting; otherwise they use ‘Other Effects’.
• Other Effects - Target the player’s asset with the highest cost that can be affected.
If assets are tied for highest cost, you choose the target from amongst those that tied.

Ships - Normally, the Automa plays ships at its homeworld. If an ability allows it to play
ships elsewhere, the Automa plays ships as close to your homeworld as possible. If
multiple options are the same distance to your homeworld, it prefers to play ships in rows
closer to you, followed by columns to your right.

Stations - The Automa plays stations and other location attachments at its homeworld
if possible. Otherwise, it plays them at a colony, preferring colonies in rows further away
from you, followed by columns to your right.

Settle

-

The Automa settles by playing

the Settle card. It prefers to settle as far as
possible from your homeworld. When tied,
it prefers columns to your right (see example
settle order).
Deploy: The Automa ignores all “Deploy”
abilities on locations.
Reminder: The Automa can’t settle a
location if you have a ship there.

1

2
4

5

3

7

8

6
9

10
Settle order

Beginning

- The Automa’s beginning of turn effects trigger first, followed by
yours. If there are multiple Automa, then Automa 1 effects trigger first, then Automa 2, etc.

Command - Only you get a command phase. Check for Automa ships with Chase.
Face-Off

- During the face-off, only you play cards. Play as many cards as you
want in any order. You still need to pay for cards. You don’t need the bluff card.

Battle Phase
During the targeting step of battle, you choose targets first, followed by the Automa. The
Automa targets the player’s asset with the highest defense that its combined attacks can
destroy. It assigns targets until the asset is targeted with lethal damage, in the order that
results in the least amount of “overkill” or extra damage. It then repeats this process with
any leftover attacks, ignoring targets that have already been assigned lethal damage. If
multiple targets are tied for highest defense, you choose the target from amongst those
that tied. There are exceptions:
• Homeworlds - The Automa always destroys your Homeworld if its combined attacks
can do so.
• Boarding - If you have a ship with Boarding that will gain control of a ship if it’s not
destroyed, the Automa prioritizes destroying that ship over any other target except
your Homeworld.
• Defenders - The Automa obeys the rules for defenders. It ignores assets that are
being defended, unless the defenders have been assigned lethal damage.
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Prologue - The Contention
“The time has come to choose a new emperor!” says Xaris before the Imperial Senate.
“Who better than I, who has led you until now?” She paused for a brief applause. “Only one
may wield the Void Scepter. Support me, and I will lead the Imperium into a new era!” Many in
the Senate clamor in support...but a few look to you. As you stand up, the cheers die down.
“Do you not see what is happening?” you say, looking around the room. “The last Emperor
went missing and we still don’t know what happened.” It is suddenly quiet enough to hear
yourself breathing. “Would you really trust the Imperium to the one who saw the Emperor last?
To the one who has the most to gain?” Murmurs and whispers spread throughout the room.
“What would you have us do? We need a new Emperor!” says a Senator.
“We do indeed. But some of you suspect, as I do, that Xaris was involved with Emperor
Draylin’s disappearance or perhaps even his murder! And now she makes a bid to seize power!”
As the murmurs turn to discord, you take a deep breath, dreading your next words.
“I invoke the Right of Contention!”
With that, the room explodes in an uproar, until…
“I also invoke the Right.” One stands up.
“I invoke the Right of Contention!” Then another. And another. And just like that, the
Contention, a ritual war of ascension between those who invoked the Right, had begun.
Before the dust settled from that fateful moment, you hurry to the Imperial dock for a
shuttle to return to your fleet. There you are met by Vesha, your trusted Imperial advisor,
and Krenig, your fleet admiral.
“I hope you’re proud of yourself,” says Vesha in her usual tone. “This could end up
being the bloodiest Contention in 1000 years.”
“Just tell me what our spies found,” you reply curtly, in no mood for her chiding.
“The body was not the emperor’s,” says Vesha. “He could still be alive.”
“Your timing couldn’t be worse. You do realize I just accused the Regent of murder in
front of the whole galaxy?” you say as the shuttle lands.
“He’s probably still dead,” says Krenig.
“We need to be sure, but we have more pressing
concerns,” you say boarding the shuttle.
“The Contention has begun.”
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Chapter 1 - Under Attack
“We need to find Emperor Draylin,” Vesha proclaims, “before our enemies do.”
“What’s the point in looking for a corpse?” counters Krenig. You are all gathered on the
flagship’s command deck.
“It may prove Xaris murdered him, and he may not be dead!”
Just as you are getting tired of hearing them argue, the comms station flashes.
“Our scouts are picking up a large fleet en route to our outer colonies,” says Krenig,
turning to the holomap. “But we can ambush them first, here.” He points to an intercept
course.
“Or we could follow the intel on Emperor Draylin,” says Vesha. “Let our defenses handle
this attack.” Krenig failed to hide his displeasure with Vesha’s plan.

Start here if you are: Avar, Dregulon, Terran
What will you do?
A) Put us on an intercept course! The Roonian won’t know what hit them.
[Go to Scenario 1a.]
B) The trail takes us to a Sek relay station. We must be cautious. Set a
course! [Go to Scenario 5a.]

Start here if you are: Mechan, Roonian, Sek
What will you do?
A) We defend the colonies from the Dregulon! I won’t let our empire crumble
to mercs and scum. [Go to Scenario 4a.]
B) The emperor was last seen visiting a planet near Terran Alliance
territory. Take us there! [Go to Scenario 3a.]

Chapter 2 - Unity
“The colonies are safe. The Roonian have withdrawn from the Contention. The Senate
rallies behind you,” says Vesha.
[Gain a card reward.]
“The Roonian have turned their attentions elsewhere. Only the Sek and the Mechan are
left,” says Admiral Krenig.
“If we attack the Sek, we can capture the relay station Xaris was using to send coded
messages to Emperor Draylin,” says Vesha, pointing to the station on the holomap. “If we
don’t move on this intelligence now, the trail may go cold.”
“Chase a ghost if you want. All I know is the Mechan have better spoils of war. If we
can defeat them, it may give us the edge we need,” says Krenig.

A) We attack the Sek! Now is our chance to follow the trail. [Go to Scenario 5b.]
B) My main concern is winning the Contention. Take us to Mechan space,
maximum speed! [Go to Scenario 2b.]
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Chapter 3 - One Down
“We’ve defeated the Sek,” says Vesha triumphantly. “More importantly, we now control
the relay station Xaris used to message Emperor Draylin.” [Gain a card reward.]
“Let’s see her last message,” you command.
Vesha’s spymaster pulls up a prompt and plays a holo recording from Xaris.
If you can’t use the device, it would be better if you were never seen again. The Imperium needs
someone strong to rule. You know it should have been me.
“Charming woman,” says Krenig sarcastically.
“What device? What is she talking about?” wonders Vesha.
“Probably means the Void Scepter,” says Krenig. Vesha looks unconvinced.
“This doesn’t tell us if Emperor Draylin is alive or dead,” you point out.
“No,” replies Vesha, “but it does tell us where the message was sent. To a shuttle near
the Avar/Mechan border.”
“It seems whether we want to follow the trail or end the Contention, our path leads us
near Mechan space,” you say. “Take us there!”
[Go to Chapter 11.]

Chapter 4 - Against All Odds
“You’ve defeated the Mechan,” announces Vesha. “How surprising.”
“Your confidence in our abilities is an inspiration to us all,” says Krenig sarcastically.
“We’ve captured some sort of energy collector. No idea how it works, but I’m told we could
adapt it to our needs.”
A) Make the necessary alterations. [Gain Energy Collector.]
B) I don’t think that’s what we need right now. [Gain a card reward.]
“Now all that’s left are the Sek,” says Vesha, waving her spymaster on.
Her spymaster reports: “The strength of the Sek is much greater than we originally
thought. A massive fleet is amassing to attack us. Even larger than the Mechan.”
“Impossible! No one has more ships than the Mechan,” says Vesha in complete surprise.
“There’s more,” the spymaster continues. “We infiltrated the Sek relay station. We
weren’t able to see the messages Xaris sent, but we know which ship they were sent to.”
“You told me we missed our chance to follow the trail,” you say skeptically.
“I took it upon myself to make a last ditch effort,” says Vesha unapologetically.
“Well, don’t stop now,” you say, “Where is the ship?”
“Sovereign space in the Mechan/Avar border,” answers the spymaster, pointing to
the holomap. “The area is heavily patrolled by the Authority.”
“Well that’s suspicious,” says Vesha turning to you. “What will you do?”

A) This news comes too late. We need to answer the Sek threat now or we
may all be doomed. Take us to Sek Prime! [Go to Scenario 5c.]
B) We’ve been given a second chance to follow the emperor’s trail and I will not
waste it. Take us to the shuttle’s last known position! [Go to Chapter 11.]
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Chapter 5 - Detour
“The Dregulon have withdrawn from the Contention,” announces Vesha.
“We now have two choices,” says Krenig. “Cross the galaxy and fight the Avar, or
chase the emperor’s ghost.” He looks distraught. “I don’t like either option.”
“For the last time, admiral, he may not be dead!” says Vesha.
“The Terran are closer, as is our lead on the emperor,” you remind everyone. “The Avar
will have to wait. Set a course for the Terran Alliance!” [Gain a card reward.]
***
“We’ve entered Terran space, but where is their fleet?” asks Admiral Krenig.
“We’ve located a large fleet concentrated around a desolate world in the outer rim,” the
comms officer relays.
Admiral Krenig rushes over to the holomap. “There’s nothing there. And they’re in the
middle of a war,” says the admiral. “Why are they there? It doesn’t make any sense!”
“Isn’t it obvious?” says Vesha. “They’ve found something.”
“Yes, but what?” you ask.
“Maybe we should meet them in battle and find out,” says the admiral.
“Wouldn’t that mean heading right for the bulk of their fleet? That’s a terrible idea,”
says Vesha. “Besides, we still have the emperor’s trail to follow.”

A) Let’s discover what the Terran have found! [Go to Scenario 3c.]
B) No time for a detour. Follow the emperor’s trail! [Go to Scenario 3b.]

Chapter 6 - The Roonian Threat
“We’ve defeated the Sek,” says Vesha triumphantly. “More importantly, we now control
the relay station Xaris used to message Emperor Draylin.” [Gain a card reward.]
“Let’s see her last message,” you command.
Vesha’s spymaster pulls up a prompt and plays a holo recording from Xaris.
If you can’t use the device, it would be better if you were never seen again. The Imperium needs
someone strong to rule. You know it should have been me.
“Charming woman,” says Krenig sarcastically.
“What device? What is she talking about?” wonders Vesha.
“Probably means the Void Scepter,” says Krenig. Vesha looks unconvinced.
“This doesn’t tell us if Emperor Draylin is alive or dead,” you point out.
“No,” replies Vesha, “but it does tell us where the message was sent. To a shuttle near
the Avar/Mechan border.”
“Need I remind you that the Roonian are still attacking our colonies,” says Krenig. “If we
don’t end the threat, we may not have an empire left.”
“For once I agree with Krenig,” says Vesha. Krenig pauses a moment to check his ears.
“We can either defend the colonies or counterattack,” says Krenig. “The Roonian
should respond to a serious threat by returning home.”
A) Let’s take the initiative. We counterattack the Roonian homeworld! [Go to
Chapter 9.]
B) We defend our home! I will not leave it to chance that our empire won’t get torn
apart. [Go to Scenario 1b.]
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Chapter 7 - The Artifact
“Well, we discovered why they were here...this world once belonged to the Kern,”
says Vesha in contemplation. Even hundreds of millions of years old, the architecture is
unmistakable. Tall black curved spires with protruding jagged angles dot the landscape.
“Send out search parties. We may find some technology that works,” you command.
“Kern technology is one of the most valuable treasures in the galaxy. This may give you
the edge you need.” The optimism sounded strange coming from Vesha’s lips.
“Or be a big waste of time,” you counter.
“We found something sir! It’s what they were protecting.”
Finally, some good news, you think. You find yourself smiling for the first time since this
all started. “Show me.”
[Gain Disintegration.]
“The Roonian have withdrawn from the Contention,” says Vesha.
“It’s because they know we have the weapon. We now have the power to defeat the
Mechan and end the Contention,” says Krenig, making a fist.
“Or we finish what we started. Follow the emperor’s trail,” Vesha reminds you.
A) This weapon gives us the power to defeat the Mechan, and I intend to use it.
Take us to Mech Prime! [Go to Scenario 2c.]
B) We follow the emperor’s trail, wherever it leads. I must know what happened!
[Go to Chapter 11.]

Chapter 8 - The Roonian Fall
“I’ve just received word from the Capital. The Roonian have withdrawn from the
Contention,” announced Vesha.
[Gain a card reward.]
“All that’s left is the Mechan,” says Krenig, “with a fleet large enough to throw our
homeworld out of orbit just by flying by.”
“The emperor’s trail leads near Mechan border,” says Vesha.
“It seems our path leads us near Mechan space either way,” you point out. “Take us
there!” [Go to Chapter 11.]

Chapter 9 - Ancient Ruins
As you approach Roonian space, long range scans pick up something curious.
“There’s a planet being protected by a Roonian fleet. According to our intelligence,
there shouldn’t be a colony there,” the officer points on the holomap.
“We don’t have time to investigate. We should stay on course,” Krenig insists.
“I’m not aware of this system...,” says Vesha curiously.
“Isn’t it strange to have a fleet this large out in the middle of nowhere while they’re at
war?” you contemplate aloud.

What will you do?
A) Let’s discover what the Roonian are up to. [Go to Scenario 7.]
B) We continue to Roon! We mustn’t keep our enemies waiting.
[Go to Scenario 2b.]
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Chapter 10 - The End Game
“All other contenders have been defeated,” says Vesha triumphantly.
“We’ve done it!” You proclaim. “Soon I will be emperor, and Xaris will be forced to
stand down.”
“Now we just have to wait for the Inner Council to name you the victor,” says Vesha.
[Gain a card reward.]
“What’s taking so long?” Krenig asks. “They should have announced it by now.”
“We’re picking up a communique from the Capital,” the comms officer says.
“About time. Put it through,” you say.
We’re pleased to announce, the Contention is at an end. All contenders have withdrawn. Xaris,
the Imperial Regent, will be coronated before the next cycle as the forty-six thousand, eight hundred
seventy-fifth emperor of the Imperium...
“The scoundrel!” Admiral Krenig slams his fist on the table.
“Lies! Check its authenticity,” you command.
“You’ve been outmaneuvered,” said Vesha angrily. “I didn’t think Xaris was capable
of such flagrant betrayal.”
“You underestimate the depths of her corruption,” you say somberly. “Emperor
Draylin went missing, and now Xaris seizes power. Her treachery is clearer now than
ever.”
“What are you going to do?” the admiral asks.
A) Xaris is a fool if she thinks I’ll back down now. Set a course for the Capital! We
will seize Kernoth and expose her treachery. [Go to Scenario 12a if you are

Avar, Dregulon, or Terran. Otherwise go to Scenario 12b.]
B) I cannot suffer the state of the Imperium any longer. We now have a force to rival
even the Authority itself. I say we smash the Imperium and make it anew. And from
the ashes, we will forge a new galactic order! [Go to Scenario 10a if you are

Avar, Dregulon, or Terran. Otherwise go to Scenario 10b.]

Chapter 11 - The Hidden Planet
“We’ve reached the emperor’s last known position,” Krenig reports. “Our scouts found
his shuttle abandoned.”
“Continue on the shuttle’s last known course,” you command.
It doesn’t take long before Admiral Krenig reports. “We’re picking up a planet being
defended by the Authority. It’s directly in our path. They’re telling us to go around. Do
we comply?”
“This planet isn’t on any of our star maps,” the ship’s navigator reports.
“Very strange...” you say in contemplation.
“If we go around, that puts us in either Avar or Mechan space,” warns Vesha. “The
trail leads here. It’s now or never.”

A) Stay on course! We’ve followed the emperor this far. I intend to see it
through. Battlestations! [Go to Scenario 8.]
B) I will not fight the Authority to chase a ghost. We’ve done all we can. We’re
ending the Contention!
• If you came from Chapter 3, 7, or 8, go to Scenario 2c.
• If you came from Chapter 4, go to Scenario 5c.
• If you came from Chapter 13 or 18, go to Scenario 6c.
• If you came from Chapter 16, go to Scenario 4c.
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Chapter 12 - The Terran Fall
“It was a decisive victory,” announced Krenig with pride. “The Terran Alliance has
withdrawn from the Contention.”
“Good. Now we can get to why we are really here,” says Vesha.
“Which is?” Krenig asks.
“There’s a Sorellian outpost in this system. Emperor Draylin was last seen there.”
“Prepare a small team,” you command. “We’re going in!”
***
“The Sorellians lost their homeworld in a Contention long past. Now they’re the best
mercs in the galaxy.” Vesha explains as you descend onto the rocky planet. “We’re
meeting with Captain Yorin.” You exit in front of a dusty run-down cantina. “This place
can get a little rough. Watch your back.”
You’re led to the back, where a bunch of miscreants are listening to what you
suppose passes for singing around here. You approach a large gruff Sorellian man in
a round booth.
“Well, well, you two are a long way from the Capital. What can this ol’ pirate do for ya?”
“We’re looking for Emperor Draylin.” When those last two words leave your mouth,
the music stops, and the room gets eerily quiet. Then Yorin bursts out laughing.
“Emperor Draylin! Hah! He’s probably long dead!” The bad music starts up again.
“We know he was seen here,” says Vesha, who shows him a holo image of an Imperial
shuttle landing outside this very cantina.
“Okay, okay,” says Yorin, holding up his hands defensively. “Whoever that was bought
a shuttle and disappeared with it. Obviously didn’t want to be followed.” After a sour look
from Vesha, he adds, “honestly, that’s all I know! I didn’t even recognize him.”
“Give us the shuttle’s ID and last known course and we’ll be out of your way,” you
say. “And if there are any here whose services are for hire...?”
“Listen, massive galactic fleet battles isn’t our idea of a good time. We’re pirates!”
“Is that so? Maybe you were wrong about the Sorellians, Vesha.” You turn to her,
feigning disappointment. “And here I thought the legends of Sorellian valor were true.
We should have gone to XyoCorp.”
“Now just wait a minute!” says Captain Yorin, offended. “These are all blue blooded
Sorellian warriors. We don’t shy away from a battle,” he leans back. “Okay fine, you want
to see what we can do, I’ll show you. But I’m warning you, we’re pricier than Glory Seekers.”

A) Let’s see if Sorellians live up to the legends. [Gain Yorin’s Pirates.]
B) Never mind. We don’t need help from pirates. [Gain a card reward.]
“That was well played,” says Vesha. “What now?”
“Not sure...” you contemplate. “First, see if we can track the emperor’s ship.”
***
“We’ve traced the flightpath here, near the Avar/Mechan border,” says Krenig,
pointing to the holomap.
“That’s too close,” says Vesha. “The Avar will see it as a provocation.”
“Need I remind you, the Dregulon are still attacking our colonies,” says Krenig. “We’d
be risking countless lives to pursue this further.”
A) We follow the emperor’s trail! Be ready for Avar resistance! [Go to Scenario 6b.]
B) We defend the colonies from the Dregulon! [Go to Scenario 4b.]
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Chapter 13- The Dregulon Fall
“The Dregulon stand defeated,” announces Vesha. “The Terran have fallen. All that is
left are the Avar.”
“We’ve received reports that they’ve bolstered their fleet with ships from the Authority,”
says Admiral Krenig.
“Is that even legal?” you ask.
“For them it is,” says Vesha.
“We’re not sure how large their fleet will be,” says Krenig. “We need reinforcements.”
“I have a better idea,” says your spymaster, as he brings up a series of codes on the
holo display. “Something we confiscated from the Dregulon,” he adds with a smirk. “It’s
codes to the Syndicate’s underground distribution network.”
“This is incredible...is it useful?” you ask.
“Oh yes,” says Vesha with a devilish grin. “With this, we can get supplies almost
anywhere in the galaxy.”

A) Excellent. This will give us the edge we need. [Gain Advanced Logistics.]
B) I don’t think this is what we need right now. [Gain a card reward.]
“It’s time to end this,” says Krenig. “Defeat the Avar and the Void Scepter is yours.”
“Or we finally find out what really happened to Emperor Draylin,” says Vesha.
A) I have to find out what happened to the emperor. [Go to Chapter 11.]
B) We end the Contention! Set a course for Avarus! [Go to Scenario 6c.]

Chapter 14 - Just Rewards
As you stand above leaders from across the galaxy, Vesha walks across the
great chamber holding the Void Scepter. It’s almost yours, everything you’ve fought
and sacrificed for. She kneels before you, presenting the Void Scepter across her
outstretched arms. You reach out to take it and....
BOOOOM!!! An explosion rocks the dais and throws you to the ground. The Void
Scepter clanks to the floor some distance away.
“This is for Velkaren!” You hear a shout through the smoke.
Then, weapons fire.
Guards and senators fall around you. You crawl over to Vesha and hold her in your
arms. She’s clearly dead. You hear panic. Weapons fire. Death.
Suddenly, a man stands over you. You’re staring down the barrel of an overcharge
rifle.
“It’s time to pay for abandoning your peo......,” his head explodes mid-sentence.
Then, silence except for shuffling footsteps.
“Clear!”
“Clear!” you hear echoed around the chamber.
As you gain your bearings, through the smoke, Xaris walks towards you. She’s
holding the Void Scepter. You look at her expectantly. She stops.
“This belongs to you now,” she shoves the scepter in your hands unceremoniously.
“Follow me.” She starts walking away. “The Inner Council is waiting.”
You follow her while trying to wipe the blood from your face. You try to think about
how everything will be fine. You’re emperor now. Surely the worst is over.
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Chapter 15 - The Void Scepter
Xaris has been imprisoned. The coronation has begun. As you stand on high before
leaders from across the galaxy, Vesha anoints you with the Void Scepter.
“The Contention has ended! An emperor has been chosen! May the Imperium endure
eternal!”
“May the Imperium endure eternal!” They answer.
“May the Imperium endure eternal!”
“May the Imperium endure eternal!”
As you look down upon them, you can’t help but feel a sense of pride. A new dawn
is about to begin. For the Imperium. For your people. To glory and beyond...

Chapter 16 - The Avar Fall
“Well this is unexpected,” announced Vesha, “you’ve defeated the Avar.”
“Your confidence in our abilities is an inspiration to us all,” says Admiral Krenig
sarcastically. [Gain a card reward.]
“We’re clear to pursue the emperor’s shuttle unmolested,” says Vesha.
“Reports are coming in from home,” says Krenig. “Our colony’s defenses have
been shattered. Velkaren 4 has been almost completely destroyed! 3 billion dead. If
we don’t stop them now, we may not have an empire left!” [Gain the “For Velkaren”

achievement. Remove Velkaren from the location deck for the remainder of the
campaign. If you save, put Velkaren on top of the location deck face up.]
“The Dregulon are fighting elsewhere,” Krenig reports. “The fleet attacking our home is
mercenaries, mostly Sorellians.”
“Return home to save our people, or follow the emperor’s trail and finally learn what
really happened...” you wonder aloud.

A) I have to find out what happened to Emperor Draylin. We’re so close, I can’t
give up now! [Go to Chapter 11.]
B) I can’t let our people suffer any longer. Take us home! [Go to Scenario 9.]

Chapter 17 - Dawn of a New Era
The Capital is subdued. The Senate is disbanded. You call the Inner Council to
session for one final meeting with Vesha and your entourage by your side.
“Bring me Xaris and the Scepter!” you command. The council members look shaken.
You wield the Void Scepter menacingly. “It is time for a new era, the Imperium will
end. The Council will be dissolved. The wrongs will be righted, starting with you.”
You point the Void Scepter at Xaris.
“Kneel.” Xaris is forced to kneel in front of you.
“For a new age will dawn...” You push the button.
“The past must be cleansed.” A black hole forms on the head of the Void Scepter.
I will finally rule. You wield it high overhead.
Suddenly, there’s a sting in your back. You feel weak. The Void Scepter drops. You
slowly turn around.
“May the Imperium endure eternal,” says Vesha, the blue blade still in her hand.
You fall... As your vision goes dark, it all starts to feel like a dream you’ve had
before. Xaris rising and picking up the Void Scepter is the last thing you see...
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Chapter 18 - The Great Eye
As you pass debris from the ruined Terran fleet, the navigator’s console starts flashing.
“Our scans are picking up signs of an excavation site on the planet below.”
“I’m going in.” Your shuttles land in front of an enormous winding intertwined mass of
black metal and clear orbs. It must be miles wide. As you step out, straight ahead is what
looks like a giant closed eye. An uneasy feeling overwhelms you.
“I’m not sure, but is it possible? No, it can’t be...” Vesha trailed off.
“What does it do?” You ask, as you extend your hand out to feel it.
“DON’T TOUCH IT!” Screams Vesha. Suddenly, you hear a whirring sound, and the orbs
start glowing bright violet. The giant eye opens and focuses on you. Your vision starts to
narrow, until all you can see is an endless hallway in front of you...
I know this place....You’re in the hallway to the great chamber, where emperors are
coronated. You start moving faster and faster down the hallway, until... The ceremony had
begun, you’re being anointed with the Void Scepter. You’re rushed to a secret chamber
with a huge rotating black orb at its center. You push a button. The orb starts showing
you images...the galaxy being torn apart by an alien force. Your homeworld burning. Your
fleet crumbling. The Imperial Capital shattered. NOOOOO!!!! You look in the mirror. You are
Emperor Draylin. You run. You buy a shuttle. I can’t go back.

[Gain The Great Eye.]
You wake up on your ship in a medical bed. You burst out and storm onto the command
deck looking haggard. Vesha is there. “What did the eye show you?” she asks intently.
“It showed me the emperor...I was the emperor,” you realize it sounds crazy. “Vesha, I
know where Emperor Draylin went.”
“Where?” she asks.
“Admiral!” you walk over to Krenig at the holomap. “Take us to these coordinates.”
You frantically punch them in. Krenig looks concerned.
“That’s dangerously close to Avar space,” says Krenig. “That may provoke them.”
“If I’m right, the emperor took a shuttle there. I need to see what happened. Take us
there!” [Go to Chapter 11.]

Chapter 19 - Erasure
You turn to your ground commander. “Evacuate our forces, then destroy the city
from orbit.”
“You can’t be serious,” says Vesha in shock. “You’re leaving the emperor here and
bombing the city?”
“We’re leaving,” you say with finality.
“You started this by accusing Xaris of murder. Now you’re going to become the
very thing you claim to hate?” she pleads.

A) Don’t be naive, Vesha. It was never about saving the emperor or bringing
Xaris to justice. It’s about power! The Void Scepter will be mine. You can
either accept that or stay behind with Draylin. [Go to Scenario 10a if you
are Avar, Dregulon, or Terran. Otherwise go to Scenario 10b.]
B) You’re right, Vesha. I need to be better than our enemies. We’ve endured
so much death, I’d almost forgotten who I am. Cancel the bombardment.
We’re going to seize the Capital! [Go to Scenario 12a if you are Avar,
Dregulon, or Terran. Otherwise go to Scenario 12b.]
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Chapter 20 - The Lost Emperor
As you pass through debris from the massive battle, a planet covered in ancient
Imperial ruins comes into view. [Gain a card reward.]
You disembark near what you imagine was this world’s capital and start walking. As
you come to the top of a rise, the sun lights up a huge golden palace in a valley by the
water. Walking through the valley, you finally come to the steps of the palace, and see
a man drinking.
“Well that was quite a battle. I could see it from here!” he shouts down from the top.
“It wasn’t easy to get here. Who are you?” You start ascending. The sun in your
eyes makes it hard to see his face.
“Me? I’m nobody.” He takes a swig of his drink. “Just a man enjoying the view.”
You sit next to him. “Do you mind?” you gesture to the bottle. He hands it to you
and you take a sip.
“That...is awful.” You do your best not to spit it out.
“Yes, well, the Avar aren’t known for their brewing skills.”
“Why are you here, Emperor Draylin?” you ask.
He stops drinking. “To get away,” he says dismissively.
“You know we started a war to find you,” you say.
“Yes, I can see that.” Some ships were still burning in the sky. “Well, you found me,” he
picks up the brew again. “Now you should go. Those ships were here for a reason.”
“What happened?” you ask earnestly.
He stands up and starts walking away with the brew, singing a Sorellian drinking
song.
“You’re not going to tell me!?” you shout at his back.
....
You and Vesha are walking back to the shuttle. “This is so frustrating!” you shout
at no one. “I started a war and crossed the galaxy to find him, and he’s just...drinking. It’s
like he doesn’t even want to be rescued.”
“Did he tell you anything?” asked Vesha.
“Nothing useful,” you say, disappointed. “But it’s not too hard to guess who’s
keeping him here. The Authority obeys the Regent.”
“Xaris,” says Vesha.
“Yes, but why?” you ask. “Why not just kill him? Exile is so much harder.”
“There’s more we don’t know,” says Vesha.
Just then, Admiral Krenig sends a holo message from orbit. “Authority reinforcements
approaching! We can’t stay here. Whatever you’re doing, do it fast!”

A) I’m taking the emperor back to the Capital. I’m going to confront Xaris and put
an end to this! [Go to Scenario 11a if you are Avar, Dregulon, or Terran.
Otherwise go to Scenario 11b.]
B) The emperor is a lost cause. If Xaris is using the Authority to oppose us, we
don’t have much choice. We’re seizing the capital by force! [Go to Scenario
12a if you are Avar, Dregulon, or Terran. Otherwise go to Scenario 12b.]
C) Fine. He doesn’t want to leave, he can stay here. Permanently. Nobody
knows he’s alive. Let’s keep it that way. [Go to Chapter 19]
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Chapter 21 - The Return
The Inner Council members are all assembled. You make a grand entrance, the
emperor, Vesha, and Admiral Krenig at your side. “Here is your lost emperor. What does
the Council have to say for itself!?”
Xaris speaks. “Congratulations. You found a broken man who chose his own exile.”
“What? Is this true?” you ask, stunned.
“Yes, and no. But it doesn’t matter now. I’m not fit to rule,” says the emperor, looking
away.
“He certainly is not!” says Two, Mechan member of the Inner Council.
“Why? How can you just leave?” you ask the emperor.
“Being emperor isn’t what you think it is. I cannot go back,” says Draylin.
“Go back? What do you mean?” you ask.
“Being emperor means more than ruling,” answers Xaris, “it needs someone strong,
someone willing to do more than just wallow in power and luxury.”
“Yes,” says Two, “and I think it’s clear there’s only one choice.”
“Are you really going to give Xaris power, after all that has happened!?” you ask.
“I’m talking about you!” says Two. “The Contention is meant to find the strong, the
willful. There is much you will need to learn, to do, and few are fit to do it. But you have
proven yourself.” He turns to the others. “We’d better plan the coronation right away,
we have no time to lose.”
***
You’d barely finished your coronation speech when you’re rushed to a secret
chamber deep underground in the center of the capital. There, several members of the
Inner Council, Covert Ops, and scientists are already waiting for you. The room is filled
with ancient Kern technology. At its center, a great round black object is rotating quickly
and hovering. Below it is a strange panel with only one button.
“Welcome Emperor,” says Two. “I hope you’re well rested, you’re going to need it.”
“What is that?” you ask, afraid of the answer.
“This,” says Two, “is what holds the Imperium together. This is what Emperor Draylin
couldn’t do. This is why we need you. It’s called the Parallax.”

Chapter 22 - Justice
You walk down the impossibly long hallway to the Inner Council chamber, your
soldiers killing guards along the way. At last you arrive with Vesha, Krenig, and your
entourage in tow.
“Welcome, contender,” says Two, Mechan member of the Inner Council.
“Oh, I’m not a contender any longer,” you proclaim, your soldiers spilling into the
room. “I am your new Emperor! Bring me the Void Scepter!”
As Vesha presents it to you, Xaris is bound and brought before you.
“Any final words Xaris?” you ask as you push the button. A wondrous black hole
forms at the end of the elaborate staff.
“I did what I did for the Imperium. You’ll understand soon enough,” answers Xaris.
You bring the Void Scepter high overhead. You bring it crashing down, splitting Xaris
in two and absorbing her body at the same time in a dazzling display of grotesque fluid
dynamics.
The Inner Council reluctantly concedes to your rule, followed quickly by the Senate.
The coronation that follows is a solemn affair, but no one raises a voice against you.
The Void Scepter is yours. The Imperium is yours. And now nothing can stand your way.
“The Contention has ended! An emperor has been chosen! May the Imperium endure
eternal!”
“May the Imperium endure eternal!” they answer.
“May the Imperium endure eternal!”
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The Roonian

Scenario 1

“Here we are, beating back the Hive,” said Vesha somberly.
“Lighten up, Vesha. This will be fun. The Hive may be strong, but they’re so predictable.”

Scenario 1a

Scenario 1b

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Soldier - Top Deck
Settle x2
Expand
Breeding Ground
Battle Queen
Propagate
Mothership - Bottom Deck

Scenario 1c
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Enhanced Morphology - Starter
Breeding Ground - Top Deck
Settle x2
Expand
The Yorlag
Battle Queen
Propagate
Mothership - Bottom Deck

Enhanced Morphology - Starter
Soldier - Top Deck
Settle x2
Expand
Breeding Ground
Battle Queen
Propagate
Mothership - Bottom Deck

Victory!
If you came from... Go to...
Scenario 1a

Chapter 2

Scenario 1b

Chapter 8

The Mechan

Scenario 2

“Still think we’re going to lose, Vesha?”
“I’m afraid if I say what I’m thinking right now, your generals will toss me out of the airlock.”

Scenario 2a

Scenario 2b

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Mechan Sentry - Top Deck
Settle x2
Expand
Mechan Battlecruiser
Everforge
Engine Bug
Mechan Dreadstar - Bottom Deck

Scenario 2c
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Everforge - Starter
Mechan Sentry - Top Deck
Settle x2
Expand
Grapple Cruiser
Mechan Battlecruiser
Engine Bug
Haywire
Mechan Dreadstar - Bottom Deck

Grapple Cruiser - Top Deck
Settle x2
Expand
Mechan Battlecruiser
Everforge
Engine Bug
Haywire
Mechan Dreadstar - Bottom Deck

Victory!
If you came from... Go to...
Scenario 2b

Chapter 4

Scenario 2c

Chapter 10

The Terran Alliance

Scenario 3

“Why are you worried about this weak species, Vesha?”
“Why aren’t you? They’re ambitious and desperate. And their Admiral is currently undefeated.
Tread carefully,” warns Vesha.

Scenario 3a

Scenario 3b

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Alliance Dropship - Top Deck
Settle x2
Expand
Alliance Destroyer
Missile Cruiser
Missile Strike
Alliance Flagship - Bottom Deck

Scenario 3c
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Admiral Rakel Ryneck - Starter
Alliance Dropship - Top Deck
Settle x2
Expand
Reinforcements
Missile Cruiser
Missile Strike
Alliance Flagship - Bottom Deck

Alliance Destroyer - Top Deck
Settle x2
Expand
Reinforcements
Missile Cruiser
Missile Strike
Alliance Flagship - Bottom Deck

Victory!
If you came from... Go to...
Scenario 3a

Chapter 12

Scenario 3b

Chapter 13

Scenario 3c

Chapter 18

The Dregulon

Scenario 4

“Mercs, spies, assassins...I’ll be glad when this is over.”

Scenario 4a

Scenario 4b

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Dregulon Destroyer - Top Deck
Settle x2
Expand
Sorellian Glory Seekers
Dregulon Battlecruiser
Unfortunate Accident
Shadow Dreadnought - Bottom Deck

Scenario 4c
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sorellian Pirates - Top Deck
Settle x2
Expand
Dregulon Battlecruiser
Structural Failure
Diversion
Shadow Dreadnought - Bottom Deck

Sorellian Glory Seekers - Top Deck
Settle x2
Expand
Dregulon Battlecruiser
Sorellian Pirates
Unfortunate Accident
Diversion
Shadow Dreadnought - Bottom Deck

Victory!
If you came from... Go to...
Scenario 4a

Chapter 5

Scenario 4b

Chapter 13

Scenario 4c

Chapter 10
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The Sek

Scenario 5

“What is that they’re working on?” you ask.
“It appears to be some sort of gate...” replies Admiral Krenig.

Scenario 5a

Scenario 5b

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sek Patrol - Top Deck
Settle x2
Expand
Sek Raider
Sek Invader
Jump
Singularity Generator - Bottom Deck

Scenario 5c
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sek Raider - Top Deck
Settle x2
Expand
Sek Invader
Singularity Generator
Ion Storm
Gate to Sek Prime - Bottom Deck

Victory!

Gate to Sek Prime - Top Deck
Settle x2
Expand
Sek Invader
Sek Raider
Jump
Ion Storm
Singularity Generator - Bottom Deck

If you came from... Go to...
Scenario 5a

Chapter 6

Scenario 5b

Chapter 3

Scenario 5c

Chapter 10

The Avar

Scenario 6

“The Avar. The Authority. Where does one begin and the other end?” asks Krenig.
“Does it matter? If they’re in our way, we’re blasting them. Prepare for battle!”

Scenario 6a

Scenario 6b

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Avar Destroyer - Top Deck
Settle x2
Expand
Avar Raptor
Border Guard
Authority Intervention
Avar Supercarrier - Bottom Deck

Scenario 6c
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Imperial Ambassador - Starter
Border Guard - Top Deck
Settle x2
Expand
Authority Peacekeeper
Avar Battlecruiser
Authority Intervention
Avar Supercarrier - Bottom Deck

Avar Raptor - Top Deck
Settle x2
Expand
Border Guard
Avar Battlecruiser
Authority Intervention
Avar Supercarrier - Bottom Deck

Victory!
If you came from... Go to...
Scenario 6b

Chapter 16

Scenario 6c

Chapter 10

The Ruins

Scenario 7

“What is that...beast?” Your navigator asks.
“I have a bad feeling about this,” says Vesha ominously.
Setup: Use the Roonian homeworld and tokens for the Automa.

Scenario 7

Victory!

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Go to Chapter 7

The Yorlag - Starter
Soldier - Top Deck
Settle x2
Expand
Battle Queen
Breeding Ground
Propagate
Mothership - Bottom Deck

The Hidden Planet

Scenario 8

Incoming transmission: “You’ve violated Authority space. Prepare to be boarded.”
“They’re not boarding us without a fight. Prepare for battle!”
Setup: Use the Avar homeworld and tokens for the Automa. If you are the Avar, use
the Mechan homeworld and tokens instead.

Scenario 8

Victory!

•
•
•
•
•
•

Go to Chapter 20

Imperial Ambassador - Starter
Border Guard - Top Deck
Authority Peacekeeper
Imperial Escort
Authority Intervention
Imperial Battleship - Bottom Deck

Mercs

Scenario 9

“They look eager for a fight...for mercenaries,” you observe.
“Those are no ordinary mercs. Those are Sorellians. They live for battle,” says Admiral
Krenig.
Setup: Use the Dregulon homeworld and tokens for the Automa.
Win Conditions: You can only win by destroying the Automa’s homeworld. You can
only lose by losing your homeworld.

Scenario 9

Victory!

•
•
•
•

Go to Chapter 10

Sorellian Glory Seekers - Top Deck
Sorellian Pirates
Dregulon Destroyer
Structural Failure - Bottom Deck
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Defiance

Scenario 10

Incoming transmission: “You are now Imperial fugitives. Prepare to surrender.”
“Admiral Krenig, prepare our reply.” The weapons lock. “Fire.”

Win Conditions: You can only win by destroying both Automa homeworlds. You can
only lose by losing your homeworld.

Scenario 10a
Automa 2 - Roonian
Automa 1 - Mechan
•
•
•
•
•
•

Mechan Sentry - Top Deck
Settle x2
Mechan Battlecruiser
Everforge
Engine Bug
Mechan Dreadstar - Bottom Deck

•
•
•
•
•
•

Soldier - Top Deck
Settle x2
Breeding Ground
Battle Queen
Propagate
Mothership - Bottom Deck

Scenario 10b
Automa 2 - Dregulon
Automa 1 - Terran
•
•
•
•
•
•

Alliance Dropship - Top Deck
Settle x2
Alliance Destroyer
Missile Cruiser
Missile Strike
Alliance Flagship - Bottom Deck

•
•
•
•
•
•

Dregulon Destroyer - Top Deck
Settle x2
Sorellian Glory Seekers
Dregulon Battlecruiser
Unfortunate Accident
Shadow Dreadnought - Bottom Deck

Victory! Go to Chapter 17

The Emperor Returns

Scenario 11

Scenario 11a
Automa 1 - Mechan
Automa 2 - Sek
•
•
•
•
•
•

Mechan Sentry - Top Deck
Settle x2
Mechan Battlecruiser
Everforge
Engine Bug
Mechan Dreadstar - Bottom Deck

•
•
•
•
•
•

Sek Patrol - Top Deck
Settle x2
Sek Raider
Sek Invader
Jump
Singularity Generator - Bottom Deck

Scenario 11b
Automa 1 - Avar

Automa 2 - Dregulon

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Avar Destroyer - Top Deck
Settle x2
Avar Raptor
Border Guard
Authority Intervention
Avar Supercarrier - Bottom Deck

Victory!
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Dregulon Destroyer - Top Deck
Settle x2
Sorellian Glory Seekers
Dregulon Battlecruiser
Unfortunate Accident
Shadow Dreadnought - Bottom Deck

If you gained the For Velkaren achievement, go to Chapter 14.
Otherwise, go to Chapter 21.

Seize the Capital

Scenario 12

Imperial Capital: When you gain control of the Imperial Captial, gain 3 favor.

Scenario 12a
Automa 1 - Roonian
Automa 2 - Sek
•
•
•
•
•
•

Soldier - Top Deck
Settle x2
Breeding Ground
Battle Queen
Propagate
Mothership - Bottom Deck

•
•
•
•
•
•

Sek Patrol - Top Deck
Settle x2
Sek Raider
Sek Invader
Jump
Singularity Generator - Bottom Deck

Scenario 12b
Automa 1 - Avar

Automa 2 - Terran

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Avar Destroyer - Top Deck
Settle x2
Avar Raptor
Border Guard
Authority Intervention
Avar Supercarrier - Bottom Deck

Alliance Dropship - Top Deck
Settle x2
Alliance Destroyer
Missile Cruiser
Missile Strike
Alliance Flagship - Bottom Deck

Victory!
If you gained the For Velkaren achievement, you must go to Chapter 14.
If you intend to execute Xaris, go to Chapter 22.
Otherwise, go to Chapter 15.
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Storyless Campaign
You can play a campaign without the story and just focus on scenarios.

Campaign Setup
After choosing your faction for the campaign, shuffle the remaining homeworlds together
without looking and set them aside.

First Scenario
To determine your first scenario, draw the top homeworld. Go to scenario “a” for that
faction. For example, if you draw the Roonian homeworld, go to scenario 1a.
• Victory! - If you win, gain a card reward.

Second Scenario
Draw the next homeworld. Go to scenario “b” for that faction. For example, if you reveal
the Sek homeworld, go to scenario 5b.
• Victory! - If you win, reveal the top card of the Special Card Rewards pool. You can
choose that card or skip it. If you skip it, gain a card reward.

Third Scenario
Draw the next homeworld. Go to scenario “c” for that faction.
• Victory! - If you win, gain a card reward.

Fourth Scenario
Draw the next two homeworlds. Setup a scenario for two Automa. Use the “a” scenario for
each faction with the ‘Expand’ card removed. For example, if you draw the Dregulon, then
the Avar, use Scenario 4a and 6a decklists with ‘Expand’ cards removed.

Victory!

If you made it this far, you are anointed with the Void Scepter and rule the Imperium
in glorious victory! Or you are brutally murdered at your coronation ceremony. These
things happen.
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